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FROM THE

DESK OF...

Faisal Saleem
President & COO
LATICRETE International Inc.

D

ecember is a great time to reflect on the past year, celebrate
our accomplishments and learnings, enjoy the holiday season,
and welcome the new year with new opportunities and challenges.
As I reflect on the last twelve months, it is very clear that it has
been a year of challenges related to COVID and supply chain on one
hand and accomplishments such as LATICRETE 65 years celebration
and great results for the International division.
Covid 19 is still amongst us, and we should therefore be vigilant
and continue to follow the government safety protocols and
guidelines. I am very proud to inform that the Middle East & Africa
(MEA) team has one of the highest rates of vaccination amongst
the LATICRETE global family, my congratulations to the team on
managing the pandemic and work/life by following the safety
protocols and not forgetting to both enjoy and live life.
The other major disruption has been the supply chain issue. We
experienced significant disruption to our supply chains, such as
raw materials shortages and logistic delays; however, thanks to
advance planning and working closely with the key vendors, we
have managed to keep our plants running and supplies flowing to
our customers. One thing we could not control was the rising cost
of the raw materials; as a result, we have had to pro-actively work
with our customers at increasing prices. Thanks to our teams for
working and diligently to ensure that we serviced our customers in
these difficult times, and thanks also to our vendors and customers
for their support and understanding.
While navigating the challenges and disruptions, we also celebrated
65 years of LATICRETE across all business units. What started in
the basement of Henry M. Rothberg 65 years ago is now a strong
and successful global entity. The MEA team celebrated together by
spending an evening at a desert camp, where I had the honor of
joining them in the celebration; this was my first visit after almost
two years.
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While we honor our founding fathers and leaders who built the
foundation, we thank our early adopters for trusting LATICRETE
to be their choice for building solutions. Middle East region has
been a key early adopter for LATICRETE, we have been present
in this region for over 25 years and many prestigious projects
such as numerous Dubai Underpass, Burj Al Arab and ……. are
witness of this adoption. I take this opportunity to thank our
team members, distributors, contractors, architects, and all other
industry professionals who have been involved in this adoption and
successful journey.
This year, we are excited to be a part of many of EXPO 2020’s
significant projects. This issue of Ahlan will give you more
information about one of the Expo’s most unique projects, the water
fountain.
Continuing the international expansion, we have started a new
LATICRETE operating company in Kenya, Africa, this year. We have
strong plans for the Africa continent with many more companies
and manufacturing plants in the design; Africa is our hope for the
future
The other key accomplishment is the strong results delivered by
the Laticrete Middle East business unit, special mention to the UAE
team, the International division consolidated is also enjoying a
great year with sales forecasted to be 21% over budget and profit
63% over budget.
I take this opportunity to congratulate Ritesh Singh, General
Manager MEA, and his leadership team for navigating the
challenges successfully, celebrating the accomplishments, and
delivering strong results.
I wish you and your families a very healthy, peaceful, and
successful 2022.
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IT’S EASY TO THINK OF 65 YEARS
AS A LIFETIME - FOR LATICRETE,
IT’S JUST THE BEGINNING
04
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This year marks our 65th Anniversary! David A. Rothberg,
Chairman of the Board and Former CEO, shares how the
LATICRETE family business was created and how it will
continue for years to come.

T

he founder of LATICRETE were my parents, Dr. Henry M.
Rothberg and his wife Lillian Rothberg. My father loved
chemistry and was fascinated by it. While getting his degree in
Chemical Engineering, he worked installing floors at a flooring
company. That’s where he got his passion for discovering new
ways to install tile and stone. So, in the basement of a home
in Connecticut, USA he began experimenting with different
formulas using liquid rubber…hence where the company
name LATICRETE came from − latex and concrete.
While he had no formal business training, he understood
the value of the brand and controlling his own destiny. His
strong belief in family and building a legacy for them was
also very important. His passion and commitment is what lead
LATICRETE to be the company it is today.
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After 65 years, what began as a private, family-owned company,
will continue to stay that way − it›s part of our commitment to
our customers, our employees and our communities. As the 2nd
generation (myself and brother Henry) pass the torch to the next
generation, we are guiding them in their responsibilities to continue
the legacy their grandparents started - providing our employees a
good life, and our customers and communities around the world with
excellent products and terrific customer service.
The success LATICRETE has achieved didn›t come by accident,
and neither will the success of this transition to the 3rd and 4th
generation. They›re learning the business from the ground up; their
grandfather and grandmother would be very happy!
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This year marks our 65th Anniversary! Patrick Millot,
CEO LATICRETE shares his appreciation for our customers,
partners and team.

I

n August 2020, in the middle of a pandemic, I joined
LATICRETE as the new CEO. As I got to know our talented
team, what astonished me was how the customer was the
heart of the LATICRETE way of doing business. We share the
same DNA of our customers and have the same love for this
industry. Many companies claim that customer centricity is a
key focus, but for us, it’s simply the only one we have.
When I could travel I got to meet very agile distributors and
family business owners, like LATICRETE, who explained to me
why they choose to do business with us. The bottom line was
trust. From the relationships that they formed with our team,
to the support they received on a difficult job; they trusted
both our products and the service behind them.
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The relationships that we formed were not just business, they
were personal. They would invite us to a wedding, we would
attend a funeral, we would praise the graduation of their sons
and daughters. We were given this invaluable treasure, which
is their trust, while challenging us to always be better, as true
partners of the LATICRETE family.
For 65 years our company has earned the trust of our
customers by offering quality, innovative products, providing
superior customer service and support and giving back to the
communities and world we live in.
Our team extends our partnership and friendship for the next
65 years and beyond as we continue to grow together.
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or 65 years,
LATICRETE has been
leading the construction
market by manufacturing
innovative construction
materials. Through
three generations, the
family-owned, customer
focused, world-wide
manufacturer provides
materials to over one
hundred countries. All
this began in a basement
in New Haven, CT with
one innovator,
Dr. Henry M. Rothberg.
During the late 1940’s,
while working in his
family’s floor covering
installation business in
South Carolina, a young
Chemical Engineer,
Dr. Henry M. Rothberg
realized that there
must be a better way
to install ceramic tile
than the traditional “full
mortar bed” method.
He decided to dedicate
himself to research
alternative methods
of installing ceramic
tile and stone to bring
improvements of
chemistry to the normal
Portland cement-based
installation systems for
tile and stone.

Dr. Rothberg
began
development
work with
Uniroyal Chemical at their
Naugatuck, CT research facility
where he investigated synthetic
latex technologies that had been
applied to the concrete industry.
After much effort and time –
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LATICRETE® 4237 Latex ThinSet Additive was developed
and taken to market. For the
first time a strong, weather
and shock-resistant “thinbed” mortar could be mixed
on-site using equal parts of
sand and cement, gauged to
a workable consistency with

LATICRETE 4237. In 1956,
not realizing the potential of
what would soon prove to
be a revolutionary product;
Uniroyal sold the LATICRETE
brand to Dr. Rothberg, and
LATICRETE International, Inc.
was born.
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EVENTS
65th Anniversary Celebration of LMEA, Stronger than ever,
we raise our hands in salute to the amazing legacy of the
LATICRETE and Rothberg family.
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During our 65 years in business LATICRETE has accumulated an archive
of interesting facts and history.

Did you know...
•

The company name LATICRETE came from the two words Latex and
Concrete.
• LATICRETE has been continually family owned and operated for 65
years by the Rothberg’s.
• The deepest LATICRETE installation on record at 3,600 ft. (1100m)
below the surface was in a gold mine.
• The owners of LATICRETE put their home phone number on their
business cards to be readily available to serve customers and
LATICRETE Sales Reps.
For more fun facts and industry firsts visit: www.laticrete.com/65years
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#Projects #Mock-ups

Commercial Building Project
Status : On Going
Type: Tile and Stone Installation
Product: 317 Floor and Wall
LATICRETE Rep. : Swati Singh Jadon

Landscaping Project
Status : On Going
Type: Exterior hard-scape
Product: SPECTRALOCK® Pro Premium Grout
LATICRETE Rep. : Swati Singh Jadon

Italian Signature Tile Installation - UAE
Status : Mock-up
Type: Waterproofing
Product: 9235 Waterproofing Membrane
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On-Site Mock-up and Training for Contractors - UAE
Type: Tile and Stone Installation for Wall and Floor
Products: 317 Floor and Wall Adhesive, SPECTRALOCK® Pro Premium
Grout, and PERMACOLOR Grout.
LATICRETE Rep. : Swati Singh Jadon

Bathrooms Tile installation - KSA
Status : On going
Type: Waterproofing
Product: 9235 Waterproofing Membrane
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GLOBAL BRAND PROMISE

It's OUR PROMISE
LATICRETE is a 3rd generation family-owned, leading
manufacturer of globally proven construction solutions for
the building industry. For over 65 years, LATICRETE has been
committed to researching and developing INNOVATIVE
installation products, building a reputation for superior quality
performance and customer service. Our innovation expands
beyond products to every aspect of our customer engagement.
Architecturally specified and professionally endorsed,
LATICRETE offers an array of low VOC and sustainable products
which contribute to LEED certification, thus resonating our
COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY.
Dream Big, Build Big with LATICRETE - Our products make the
unthinkable possible with only our commitment to provide
you with the best tile & stone installation systems that let
architectural feats reach the sky and ENABLING ICONIC
DESIGNS to reality!
LATICRETE methods, materials, and technology backed by the
most comprehensive warranties in the industry have been
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instrumental in earning TRUST FOR LIFE from its customers.
We believe our best guarantee to be our legacy of more than
half a century of experience in tile & stone installation systems
worldwide.
Our focus has always been multi-faceted—develop products
that answer problems and engineer these solutions to be
cost-effective, save time, easy to install, and deliver effective
results, thereby offering the BEST EXPERIENCE FOR EVERY
INSTALLER and becoming their most supportive partner.
At LATICRETE, our CUSTOMERS are everything to us. And we
are stronger than ever, together as a FAMILY. We celebrate
65 years of leadership with gratitude, trust, hard work, and
commitment. Always there to fulfill your limitless strong
imaginations.

Sacan Qr to watch the video
to get to know LATICRETE,
our people, our values and
our 65 years of innovative
products.
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Our innovations (products, systems, and services)
solve problems by simplifying the life of designers
and installers. These innovations open new horizons of
functionality, performance, and aesthetics. We change
the industries’ standards by developing easier, faster,
lighter, and longer-lasting solutions. Our innovation
expands beyond products to every aspect of our customer
engagement.
We believe the construction industry is continuously
changing with growing challenges and new expectations
coming from a generational change of customers. We
believe science and customer intimacy enable us to be
the first to propose products and services which genuinely
change the built world and the lives of those who built it.
We are convinced that innovation is a mindset that is a
core value for us.
LATICRETE is a family-owned, customer-focused, worldwide
manufacturer marketer of green flooring and facade
materials used in residential, commercial, and industrial
applications.
For over 65 years, LATICRETE has been committed to
researching and developing innovative installation
products, building a reputation for superior quality,
performance, and customer service. LATICRETE methods,
materials, and technology have been field and laboratory
proven by Architects, Engineers, Contractors, and Owners.
Offering an array of low VOC and sustainable products,
LATICRETE products contribute to LEED certification, exceed
commercial/residential VOC building requirements, and
are backed by the most comprehensive warranties in the
industry. LATICRETE offers a dedication to quality that
results in globally proven solutions for virtually every
flooring, waterproofing, and facade application.
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BEST INSTALLER EXPERIENCE
We provide the easiest and safest job site experience together
with outstanding support at every project step. Our products
are the easiest, safest, lightest, fastest, and most ergonomic
industry. At the same time, our technical services are the most
professional, knowledgeable, accessible, timely, and reliable in
the industry.
We believe contractors recognize LATICRETE as their best product
solution as well as their most supportive partner. The new
generation of contractors wants an easy, hassle-free, safe, fast,
and seamless Job site experience. They also want quick and
easy access to technical support and minimize any physical
or health impact caused by their trade. We believe that the
contractors’ value of our brand will strengthen as we work to
provide solutions to care for their overall well-being. 
OUR CUSTOMERS, OUR FAMILY
No matter which customers we work with (specifiers, developers,
contractors, distributors, building/home-owners), we go above
and beyond to provide them with a unique experience at every
step of their customer journey. Our customers have the most
distinctive, memorable, and unique experiences in our business
family. Valuing and working with customers as true family
members is a deeply rooted commitment going back to our
inception more than 65 years ago as a family business. We
understand and care for them because we are like them.
Our customers continue to trust and work with our brand thanks
to our innovative products and services, and because they feel
as members of the LATICRETE family. We care about their dream
and support them, and we do everything possible to make their
business and lives successful. Their experience working with us
is second to none, as proven by the number of customers who
view us as their preferred brand of choice.
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#Projects #Mock-ups

Hotel Project - UAE
Status :On-Going
Type: Decorative Flooring
Products: LEVEL DL PLUS Cement Terrazzo - Bright White
LATICRETE Rep. : Francis Abreo

Staff Accommodation Project - UAE
Status :Mock-up
Type: Decorative Flooring
Products: 211 Powder + 4237 Latex Additive and 73 Crete Admix.
LATICRETE Rep. : Swati Singh Jadon
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Africa

Cold Room Flooring Application Project - Nairobi
Status : Completed
Type: Epoxy Flooring
LATICRETE® Product: Guard EP

University Flooring Application Project - Nigeria
Status : Completed
Type: Resinous Flooring Application
LATICRETE® System: FFAST FIX™, QUARTZ, CHIPS and Guard PA Pure Clinical Plus

AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 28
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Contributing to Green Projects
For 65 years, the enterprise has provided
innovative solutions for its clients.
LATICRETE® is committed to providing innovative,
sustainable, and safe products to assure a better
quality of life for future generations. In its
efforts for safety and transparency, the company
offers Greenguard certifications, Gev Emicode
certifications, test reports, material safety data
sheets (SDS), and more. We offer independently
tested and certified products that meet the
highest “Green” standards for low volatile organic
compounds (VOC) in commercial and residential
construction as the first manufacturer of tile and
stone installation materials to earn and offer
the Greenguard Environmental Institute (GEI)
certification.

The green certifications, including DCL, assure
that the specified Laticrete systems meet
appropriate indoor air quality standards for
(VOCs) guaranteeing healthy and safe indoor
air quality, including a wide array of low VOC
products from adhesives and underlayments,
waterproofing and crack suppression, thin-bed
adhesives, epoxy adhesives, and grout.
As a part of the green initiative, we gifted
indoor plants, which act as natural air
purifiers and remove pollutants, to the valued
customers, spreading the message ‘Green
makes you clean’ Faisal Saleem, the President
and COO International and Ritesh Singh,
General Manager, Middle East and Africa jointly
inaugurated the program..

Congratulations to Gulf Crown
Building Materials Trading on
their new showroom.
Our partner, Gulf Crown Building Materials Trading, opens
a new showroom in the Sharjah Industrial Area, and we
wish you all the best. LATICRETE representatives visited
the new shop on occasion to congratulate and appreciate
the crew. May your company continue to expand in the
years ahead.

Congratulations!, Plaza Middle East
celebrates its 10th anniversary with a bang!
Overall, it’s been a fantastic journey. LATICRETE is proud of your
achievements as a partner and wishes you luck in your future
endeavors.

Build Your House Eshibition 2021 - Qatar
Our Qatar partner, Al Modi Group, actively participated in the renowned
exhibition ‘Build Your Home’ and built up the scene to showcase the
LATICRETE solution. Sanfeer, one of our representatives, was on hand to
introduce LATICRETE to the visitors.
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Plaza Middle East’s tenth anniversary was marked with the
presentation of awards to the top service providers. Ervin Magno, Area
Sales Manager LATICRETE Middle East, was awarded a memento for his
years of excellent service.
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Leaders Visit
Team ABC was given a 65thanniversary souvenir by laticrete
leaders during their visit to the
ABC showroom. From the left
Ritesh Singh, GM - LATICRETE
MEA, Faisal Saleem, President,
and COO LATICRETE International,
Mohammed Madani, Chairman
and Founder, ABC Group,
Harikumar Narayanan, Director
of Sales - LME, and Mohammad
Rijaz CEO ABC Group Middle East.

The CXODX.COM Future Workspace Awards 2021
We are proud to announce that Laticrete International is the winner in the
category ‘Workspace Transformation of the Year (Manufacturing)’ at the
CXODX.COM Future Workspace Awards hosted by Leap Media Solutions LLC.
On behalf of the global LATICRETE International family, Mr. Ritesh Singh,
General Manager of LATICRETE Middle East & Africa received the award.
Awards have been presented to CIOs and organizations who have
demonstrated superlative initiatives during the year and have initiated
recent Technology deployments that have led to a successful business
and digital transformation. Workspace Transformation Awards, the
winners are based on parameters like technologies used, vision and scale
of deployment, pioneering aspect of the deployment, completion and
proven benefits to Business and workforce, clarity of future relevance,
interoperability with future deployments.
Our International Director of IT, Mr. SAMIT JHA bagged the renowned
award in the category of ‘CIO of the year (Manufacturing)’ category.
We are proud of his and his team’s achievement and we will continue
supporting many other similar initiatives that continue impacting our
internal and external customer’s lives.

BTX Top Executive Award 2021
Mr. Ritesh Singh recognized for the vision of innovation &
transformation BTX Show 2021 organized by GEC MEDIA
GROUP has conferred Mr. Ritesh Singh – General Manager
LATICRETE Middle East & Africa with the coveted BTX Top
Executive Award.
This award recognizes top executives who have accelerated
digital and business transformation through the pandemic and
created a better future for their business.
Mr. Ritesh Singh has been instrumental in ‘unlocking digital for
growth’ and forging business transformations by successfully
implementing various digital tools in LATICRETE – MEA, which
have transformed operations, technology, team, and processes
to improve outcomes of the organization, especially in the ‘new
normal’ era.
Mr. Ritesh Singh’s zeal to zenith has placed LATICRETE – MEA on
the accelerated trajectory of innovation, success, and customer
service.
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Global
Eco Grout Color Channels
We care about our environment, and we care about
you. Our new Eco Grout Color Channels are an
alternative to plastic color sampling tools, preventing
millions of plastic pieces from being discarded.
▪ A sustainable alternative to plastic color selection
tools
▪ Textured color deposit for a life-like look and
feel of grout
▪ Use of flat or bend at seams to simulate an
actual grout joint

Flat, smooth floors coming up!
Our rep Alejandro Luna in Florida had some fun “mudding” with Rich Smith Enterprises Inc. They poured Level Flow, our cementbased, pump friendly, high flowing, easy-to-use floor underlayment for leveling interior substrates. Rock it guys!

20
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Global

Making it on the cover of TileLetter is a big deal!
Congrats to all who were involved in the Casa de Esperanza
"The House of Hope" project!
Mural Artist / Designer: Ann Wydevan, AMW Ceramic Studio in Waukesha, WI
General Contractor: Dave Bergmann, Stier Construction, Inc in Waukesha
Contractor: Peter Orlandini, Orlandini Flooring, Inc. in Waukesha
Contractor: Tom Kavajecz, Dream Big Tile & Flooring in Watertown, WI

Scan QR to read
about the project

Project Spotlight - Richmond
Private Residence!
A family home with an extremely busy bath-time
routine had outgrown their small bathroom which
consisted of a shower and bath. The client, working in
the cosmetics industry had an abundance of samples
and required additional suitable storage.
The owner looked to the designer Angela Harry
for ideas to maximize the bathroom which were to
include a double shower head, a steam room, and
additional storage space.
"The brief was to create a functional ensuite, that
was flexible and spacious enough for use by multiple
family members, including two young children, and
felt sophisticated and joyful to be in" ~ Angela
Harry.
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THE WATER
FOUNTAIN
AT EXPO 2020
DUBAI
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Customer: Expo Dubai 2020
Design & Water Choreography: WET Design
Main Contractor: Al Naboodah Construction Group LLC
Sub-Contractor / Finishes. SIA Landscaping LLC
Application Type: Exterior Thin Bed, Façade
Area: 300 Sqm.
Location: Expo 2020 City - Dubai
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The water feature’s lower plaza area is
almost the size of half a football field, with
water walls more than four stories high.

The Background
Expo 2020 is a World Expo hosted by Dubai in the United
Arab Emirates from October 1, 2021, to March 31, 2022.
Initially scheduled for October 20, 2020, to April 10, 2021,
it was postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
World Expos have always been a gallery of innovative
and creative architectural designs, and this is the first
time the fair has been held in the Middle East since its
launch in 1850. In the UAE, the most fantastic element is
transforming a large desert into a city where we can see
many architectural spectacles. Undoubtedly, this conversion
is a testament to the vision and creativity of the UAE rulers.
The three core themes of the Expo are sustainability,
mobility, and opportunity. The event will focus on the
achievements of humanity and how far individuals and
society have come.
LATICRETE Middle East is proud to be a part of the
construction and infrastructure of EXPO 2020 Dubai by
delivering a wide range of LATICRETE® products. A 15 km
expansion of the metro stations connected to the Expo
2020 city and numerous diversified projects are new
feathers in the LATICRETE crown.

AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 28
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FIRESPIRE | Photo: WET
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Installation of glass mosaics

The water fountain is one of the most significant and
attractive projects on our Expo 2020 Dubai projects list.
This exclusive water feature is designed by WET, an
integrated architecture, design, manufacturing, and
engineering firm based in Los Angeles, California.
WET creates immersive, experiential large-scale
water features worldwide, such as this, one of their
most significant and most technologically advanced
installations for Expo 2020 Dubai.
The water feature’s lower plaza area is almost the size
of half a football field, with water walls more than four
stories high. Situated between Al Wasl Plaza and Jubilee
AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 28

Park, the Expo 2020 Water Feature combines the
elements of water, earth, and fire in a way that will both
surprise and delight the senses.

The Challenge
Glass mosaics and cement tiles had to be installed on
steel metal sheets. Apart from the general need for the
Installation to be robust, it also had to withstand the
hot/ cold weather, high operational temperature, and
movement stress. The grout had to blend in with the
Bright Orange hue of the Glass Mosaics perfectly. The
stone pavers around the Firespire had to be installed as
per Heavy Duty Floor criterion
25

A unique design component, SPECTRALOCK
DAZZLE, adds metallic and “Glow-In-The-Dark”
enhancements to SPECTRALOCK Pro Premium
grout.

Children attempt to scale the stone walls of the water installation on the Expo site.
photo: Victor Besa / The National.

254 PLATINUM Adhesive was proposed for
installing pavers on the pedestrian area around
the Firespire. Complying with the stringent
standards of ANSI A 118.15, the product was
the answer for external paver installation on
floors expecting heavy traffic and various
stress. LATASIL™ provided an aesthetically
complementing and high-quality 100% Silicon
treatment to the installation joints.

The Outcome

Water and fire are two elements central to the “surreal” installation at Expo 2020 Dubai. Photo: WET

Shiv Kumar Nair (LATICRETE Area Sales Manager)
and the technical and specification team of
LATICRETE Middle East worked to uphold the
longstanding and immense trust of WET Design
(Project Designer & Water Choreographer).
LATICRETE Solutions was instrumental in ensuring
that “Firespire” adorns the center of the Majestic
EXPO Fountain - one of “The Expo Dubai’s” many
spectacular and eye-catching attractions.

The LATICRETE Solutions
LATAPOXY® 300 was proposed as an ultimate thinset solution to installing Glass Mosaics and Cement
tiles onto the steel substrate. LATAPOXY 300 also has
outstanding in-service temperature exposure values,
which further substantiated it as the ideal choice.
SPECTRALOCK® Pro Premium Translucent Grout and
SPECTRALOCK Dazzle Tangerine Orange allowed
the designers to align the grout with their aesthetic
preferences closely. SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium
TRANSLUCENT Grout is a patented, extremely highperformance epoxy grout that offers a unique opaque
color that diffuses light and makes any design look
more vibrant.
26
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Four Tips for a Successful Tile Floor Installation
Self-leveling underlayments (SLUs), patches and skim coat
products are easy to work with and typically do not require
tile installers to have extensive training. Proper preparation
is essential, which includes knowing the capabilities of each
surface preparation material prior to installation, such as:
substrate compatibility, working times, curing times and
minimum and maximum thicknesses.

Laying tile can be an easy process in itself, but doing it well and
producing quality flooring that lasts for years to come can be more
challenging. Knowing the type of tile installation is the first step
in a successful project completion. It is important for tile installers
to consult the manufacturers of products they wish to use prior to
installation— regardless of experience —as tile installation and
surface preparation requirements and methods vary depending on
the type of substrate, subfloor, tile underlayment and floor covering
specified.

If the substrate is in poor condition, either from not
being dry enough or properly cleaned before using floor
leveling products, the finished flooring performance will be
compromised. Once the self-leveling underlayment, patch or
skim coat is installed, it is critical to test that the surface is as
level as possible before installing the floor covering. This step
can prevent hours of corrective work and costly repairs in the
future.

To be prepared for a smooth installation process, tile installers
should make sure to have a plan, and use the most current products
best suited for the installation and jobsite conditions. They should
also make sure they are up to date with industry recommended
installation practices and requirements.
2. Crack-Proof and Waterproof the Substrate
Floors and walls shift over time, causing cracks beneath the
finished tile. Crack isolation and anti-fracture membranes can
be applied prior to the installation of tile to prevent this from
being a costly issue down the line.

1. Start with a Perfectly Flat Surface
To achieve an effective tile installation experience, the substrate
must first be perfectly flat. Learning how to apply self leveling
underlayment is key as well as how to use floor patch and skim
coat products. Applying types of products helps to repair minor
imperfections to the substrate prior to installing the floor covering.
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Crack isolation membrane and anti fracture membrane
products are designed to isolate tile and stone finishes from
minor in-plane substrate cracking. These can take the form of
liquid applied, sheet goods and trowel applied systems and can
include additional characteristics such as waterproofing and
sound reduction properties.
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Moisture poses a problem, as it can seep through and attack
the substrate, putting the overall installation at risk of failure.
Making waterproofing part of the floor installation is crucial for
protecting the floor from water damage and can be as easy as
applying a waterproofing membrane to the substrate.
3. Use Rapid Products and Solutions for Quick
Turnaround
The construction industry has experienced hurdles with the
pandemic including constricted timelines and controlled jobsite
access (to allow for social distancing and provide workers with
proper safety measures). This means many projects have been
forced to play catch up. Speed is required to help us all rebound
from the challenges caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
LATICRETE is continuing to address this concern with products
and solutions that provide quicker cure times, which speed up
installation schedules and time frames. In addition, multifunction
products with two-in-one and three-in-one functions can
effectively shave days, or even weeks, off schedules. These
formulations work overtime to offer a combination of benefits
such as crack isolation, sound reduction, waterproofing and
more, and while often requiring minimum downtime for the
contractor.

A big factor to consider when selecting the right materials is the
location of the tile installation. Usually, the more demanding the
application, such as commercial buildings, the more intensive the
adhesives, grouts and installation accessories need to be. These
types of applications require the installation products to have
better working properties and ultimately better performance and
characteristics, compared to smaller scale single family residential
applications.
Using a trusted brand with a broad product portfolio such as
LATICRETE provides installers, contractors, and ultimately the end
user, with the results that they have envisioned. For 65 years,
LATICRETE has been committed to research and development of
innovative installation products, building a reputation for superior
quality, performance, industry leading system warranties and
technical services.

“YOU HAVE
THE SOLUTIONS
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS…”
Download &
Experience
Now

Scan to download

4.Choose the Right Products
To ensure a quality, long-lasting tile installation, be sure to select
only LATICRETE products recommended for your installation type.
Choosing a tile adhesive that withstands the appropriate time,
wear and environmental elements is essential. Equally important
is the LATICRETE grout that fits between the tiles and locks them
in place. Besides providing much needed structural support, an
aesthetically pleasing grout should be selected for a clean and
appealing look.
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Ritesh Singh
General Manager
LATICRETE Middle East and Africa

I

would like to extend my sincere gratitude to the customers for
choosing LATICRETE. The 65th anniversary of LATICRETE and its
associated initiatives have already reached you, who are partners
in the success of LATICRETE. In the days to come, more and more
of you will be connected by our team members. “Go Green” is
one of our primary initiatives, as you may have read in the first
few pages of this edition.
We have come forward with the green initiative by planting trees
around our factory premises and gifting bonsai trees to selected
customers. We expect your continued support and cooperation
in the coming years. As you have already read in the previous
pages, we have been a part of many exciting projects in the last
couple of months; the water feature at expo 2020 is a significant
project worth mentioning.
We are grateful for the continued support and appreciation of
the leaders and staff of LATICRETE International, which motivates
us to keep improving. Finally, I’d like to thank the entire LMEA
team. I hope and believe that every department will collaborate
to attain our common goals in the future as well.
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